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Jr. Warden  
Good tidings from the South my Brothers.  
I would like to take this opportunity to  
share with you two instances that  
occurred this past month. The first  
instance. I was attending an event where a  
candidate was kicking off their campaign  
for an elected position in Jackson County.  
While at this event. I ran into a brother  
Mason. I knew this Brother had been a  
Mason for many years but never saw him  
at a stated meeting. However. his first  
question to me was "are you still going to  
Lodge?" I explained to him that I had  
been remiss for a number of years in  
attending Lodge. but had returned  
recently and was actively participating  
again. His wife immediately told him. "you  
should go to Lodge." I think her comment  
caught him by surprise as he sat there  
quietly. I told him he was always welcome  
as a Brother to come to the Thursday  
morning coffee or the stated meeting. I  
reminded him of the meeting nights and we 
shared a little more time before I left.  
I know it can be uncomfortable. for a  
Brother that has been away for a while. to  
return to Lodge. They are concerned  
about making mistakes or not knowing  
what to do. They may have forgotten the  
rituals of the craft or possibly protocols to  
follow. But that should be the least of their  
worries. We all are prone to mistakes and  
lapses in memory while in  
Lodge. These are the things that amuse  
me and just reinforce we are human. Don't  .. 
misunderstand me. I like to see rituals  

done in a manner that instills confidence  

in the Lodge officers by the Brothers. But  

no one will ridicule another if they make a  

mistake or forget a few words.  
The second instance occurred just  
yesterday was at the Thursday morning  
coffee when a man walked through the  
doors. He looked familiar to me but I could  
not immediately place him. He introduced  
himself as Wayne Harris. I immediately  
recognized the name and the man.  
Worshipful Brother Wayne was a Past  

Master of Ashland Lodge #23 in 1983 and  

was the sitting Senior Warden when I  

joined Masonry back in 1989. He was  

Unable to continue due to work  

commitments that took him out of the  

area. I introduced myself and he  

immediately remembered me. I got him a  

cup of coffee and showed him about the  

Lodge. We reminisced about the old days  

for a while until he had to leave. He  

inquired about the Trestle Board as he had  

not received one in a while. He told me  

that Was his way of keeping up with the  

Lodge and our activities. He Was assured  

it Was an issue that was being addressed  

and he would be brought back up to speed  

in the near future.  

My connection with these Brothers  

transcended Lodge meetings or coffee  

hour. There are Brothers out there that  

are still interested in our Lodge and our  

work. While I would loye to see them in  

Lodge. I understand many are unable to  

attend. Also. I am ever reminded these  

Brothers are now, and will always be,  

Masons in their hearts.  

Look well to the East.  

Bob Smith  

Chaplain's Corner  

In living, a Masonic life we must remember to  

always give a hand up not a hand out. All people  

have a strong: pride and should receive a brothers  

love and charity. A hug and pat on the back are  

more welcomed than trying: to buy friendship and  

brotherly love. Kind words and an atta boy seems  

better than trying to buy a person. Try to  

welcome all your brothers with a friendly smile  

and be interested in your brothers problems than  

your own. Life is short so make the most of your  

opportunities. 

Chaplin Russ Grimm  

Short talk for May  

We hope the obligation or obligations you  

took inspired you to continue your journey of self- 



improvement and development. I share with you  

the following thoughts. Most everyone who reads  

this has over time read and listened to(who knows 

how many words) and invested hours of time in  

going though ceremonies, taking obligations and  

learning the work. Whether this is time "invested"  

or time "spent" is up to you. If you look at getting  

the degree as a beginning, rather than an ending, it  

will have been time invested. For you now have  

the rest of your life to reap the returns of the time  

you have invested, or will invest in becoming a  

Mason.  

If as you went through the process you  

opened your mind and heart to the concepts set  

forth, you will now see yourself and your life  

ahead in a bigger dimension. You will realize that  

your limitations and barriers to personal  

accomplishment are self- imposed. You will have  

created an appetite for continued development of  

your mind, attitudes, and talents. There are many  

ways in which this can be done.  

One of them is - a belief in God.  

Remember in your obligation you agreed to  

believe in a Supreme Being. Practice remembering  

that. Religious devotion and direction can be a  

powerful force in the construction and control of  

worthwhile attitudes. There is no tangible proof  

that you must be a religious person to be a happy  

and successful person. But, stop and think of the  

really successful people whom you respect and  

admire. They are probably religious people. It has  

been proved that people who spend time with their  

religion are apt to be happier and face problems of  

life with more poise and less fear. People with  

religious beliefs are less apt to fear death and old  

age. Psychologists have found that people with no  

belief, no religion, no God, are the ones who are  

most likely to flounder into mental jungles. There  

are some for whom Masonry functions as a  

religion and that is not all bad.  

One of the things I have learned is that  

there seems to be an inborn desire in people to do  

better, to improve themselves Masonry teaches the  

principles of the proper relationship between all  

people - love and the golden rule. This did not just  

happen. People must have a goal of self-perfection  

toward which they are striving. It is a need of each  

individual, each society, of all humanity. It is one  

of the reasons civilization has reached the echelon  

of culture and existence it has.  

Masonry outlines standards principles, values, and  

a philosophy for living.  

 

Throughout all your Masonic teachings you find  

the words faith, hope, and love." "Faith" is belief  

and confidence; "hope" is anticipation and  

expectation; and "love" is patience, humility, and  

understanding.  

Those words are examples of the wealth of truth  

and wisdom in the Masonic work that you can use  

as a source of continuous self- improvement.. For  

God fashioned you to be dynamic, giving you an  

unlimited reservoir of ability and mentality. Keep  

growing, changing, reaching! The best day of your  

life is today! And better days, yet, lie just ahead -  

if this is your will!  

What is all of this is leading to? It is to  

remind you that the obligation or obligations  

(depending where you are in your journey) were  

investments not time spent.  

So I recommend that each of us take the  

time to go to our Masonic work and look again at  

what we said when we took each obligation.  

Remembering that as we took the oath and it was  

an oath, we were making an investment in  

ourselves as a Mason.  

You can touch the lives of those around  

you by demonstrating that what you agreed to as  

you knelt at the altar was an investment not just  

time spent as you were moving through a degree.



 


